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 In the year 1958, the successful story of “MARUSHIN HEL-
METS” began with the founding of a small company by 
Watanabe Shin for the production of motorcycle helmets. 
In 2018 MARUSHIN® celebrated its 60th anniversary.
Shin’s entrepreneurial vision was marked by a strong sense 
of quality and ongoing innovation, the typical drivers of ris-
ing Japan. By combination of Watanabe’s first name „Shin“ 
– which means „reliable and steadfast“ and the Japanese 
word for circle – „Maru“ the name „Marushin“ was cre-
ated. Maru was the predictive circle around the head of 
Mr. Shin and MARUSHIN was a perfectly fitting name for a 
helmet brand born in Japan. This Maru should also predict 
the customers of MARUSHIN and, in combination with the 
latest technology, provide protection against bad luck.
In the beginning, MARUSHIN helmets were only distribut-

ed in Japan, where it is a tradition to not say a lot about 
special achievements.
Anyway, not at this point, let´s make clear:  MARUSHIN of-
fers products with an impressive price-performance ratio. 
Be aware that our innovative helmets were assembled by 
hand with the highest quality of workmanship possible.
For more than 60 years now, MARUSHIN helmets fulfill the 
highest demands of motorcyclists all over the world.
You are looking for maximum comfort, for highest stand-
ards of safety and you always want to drive one of the 
lightest helmets in its class?
Then MARUSHIN is also your first choice. Japanese per-
fection combined with German engineering – this is how 
MARUSHIN meets the highest quality standards today.

5-Year Quality Guarantee
For Premium Line Helmets

OVER 60 YEARS OF PROTECTION
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COLLECTIONS

Race Collection 06

Street Collection 26

Dirt Collection 48

Never ride without a helmet!

When riding a motorcycle, there are special health risks 
and hazards for the driver and passengers. These risks and 
dangers can be reduced but not eliminated by wearing a 
helmet. It is not possible to make any definitive statements 
about the specific protective effect of a helmet in the event 
of an accident. A safe driving style adapted to the road and 
weather conditions is the basic requirement for your safety.

Only use a helmet that fits and wear it properly! Before 
every ride, fasten the chin strap and check the closure sys-
tem and chin strap for correct fit!

After a fall or accident or after the use of force on the hel-
met, its full protective effect is no longer guaranteed!

Similar to the crumple zone in a car, the energy from a col-
lision is absorbed by the complete or partial structural de-
struction of the outer or inner shell of the helmet. Due to 
the construction of the helmet, this damage is often not 
visible to the viewer. The safety helmet is designed to ab-
sorb only one impact. After a fall, accident or other force, 
the helmet must therefore always be replaced. For safety 
reasons, the old helmet must be rendered unusable. The 
protective mechanism of the helmet described above can 
also lead to small cracks in the helmet shell if the helmet 
falls from a height (<1m). Any helmet that has been sub-
jected to a violent blow must be replaced! No helmet offers 
protection against all conceivable impacts. Our helmets are 
specially designed for motorcycling. They are not suitable 
for other uses.

Check the helmet regularly for damage. Small scratches do 

not affect the protective effect of your helmet. The helmet 
should be replaced after 5-7 years depending on the stress 
and care. In principle, the outer shell is suitable for a longer 
period of use, but due to signs of material fatigue and wear 
and tear in other components, as well as the overall effec-
tiveness of the helmet and unknown general conditions 
during use, we recommend replacing the helmet after the 
above-mentioned period for your own safety. Excessive 
heat (e.g. from exhaust heat) can
damage the decoration,
the inner shell of
the helmet and
the interior
fittings!

The direct impact
of fuels, thinners
and solvents can
lead to structural
damage to the outer
and inner shell of the
helmet. The helmet
must not be brought into
contact with such substances!
Also not for cleaning purposes.
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5 YEAR
QUALITY GUARANTEE

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer

WEIGHT
-

-

-

-

shell in three sizes

XS-S: 1400+-50g

M-L: 1450+-50g

XL-XXL: 1500+-50g

MATERIAL
- aerodynamically optimized 

fiberglass shell

COLOR
-

-

-

black (8601 8001 + Size)

grey (8601 8002 + Size)

Decor black / grey (8601 
8101 + Size)

SIZES
- XS - XXL (53-65)

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock® prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

M-969 ZODIAC
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M-969 Zodiac

M-969 Zodiac

M-969 Zodiac

Size : XS - XXL (53-65)

Size : XS - XXL (53-65)

Size : XS - XXL (53-65)

Black/White

White

Black

€ 249,-

€ 229,-

€ 229,-
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Since many years the 999 RS is the most popular model in the Marushin product line. It 

could win a vast number of prizes and awards in product tests by domestic and interna-

tional motorcycle magazines. Marushin continues that tradition with the newly developed 

999 RS Comfort. The internal sun visor, a shield with a new quick removal mechanism and 

Pinlock®-preparation, a temperature and moisture regulating inner liner or the Marushin 

ratchet chin strap lock are only a few features, that assure also the 999 RS Comfort is an 

all-rounder when it comes to comfort, safety and functionality

Weight : ca.1.350 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/05

Sizes : XS – XXL

from € 329,-

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Emergency-Strap-System

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

cheek and center pads easy to remove and washable 
100 % Polyester

Marushin®-Cool inner liner

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

removable wind deflector

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

all levers can easily be used with gloves on

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel

UV-protected by lacquer

Prepared for intercom installation

Emergency-Strap-System

Prepared for intercom installation Material

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

 clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock®-prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

COLORS
-

-

-

-

-

Shaox-black/silver (9056 2103 + Size)

Space white/grey (9056 2102 + Size)

Laser grey-black (8056 2101 + Size)

Laser red-white (8056 2100 + Size)

flatblack (8056 2022 + Size)

MATERIAL
-

-

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in two sizes

999 RS COMFORT
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€ 329,-

999 RS SHAOX / 999 RS SPACE 
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999 RS LASER

999 RS LASER

999 RS LASER

Size : XS - XXL

red/white/black

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.350 g (+/- 50 g)

€ 299,-

€ 299,-

€ 299,-

Size : XS - XXL

grey/black

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.350 g (+/- 50 g)

Size : XS - XXL

flatblack

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.350 g (+/- 50 g)

The delivery comes standard with a 
clear visor.
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Part of the Marushin product line for only one year but already a bestseller, which is 

recommended by sport riders and journalists equally. With the RS3 Marushin purposely 

renounces gimmicks and unnecessary features and concentrates completely on what mat-

ters when it comes to riding a bike. The superlight RS3 is everything a sports rider needs 

to enjoy his passion. 

Weight : ca.1.290 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/05

Sizes : XS – XXL

from € 279,-

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Emergency-Strap-System

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

cheek and center pads easy to remove and washable 
100 % Polyester

Marushin®-Cool inner liner

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves on

removable wind deflector

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

Double-D chin strap lock made of stainless steel -  
mandatory in international race series

UV-protected by lacquer

prepared for intercom installation Material

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock®-prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

COLORS
-

-

-

-

-

flatblack (8500 1001+Size)

Techno white-grey (8500 1103 + Size)

Techno black Fluo yellow (85001102+Size) 

Samurai flatgrey (8500 1101 + Size)

Samurai red-white (8500 1100 + Size) 

MATERIAL
-

-

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in two sizes

RS3 SPORTHELMET
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€ 319,-

RS3 TECHNO
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RS3 Samurai

RS3 Samurai

Size : XS - XXL

red/white

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.290 g (+/- 50 g)

€ 299,-

€ 299,-

Size : XS - XXL

flatgrey

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.290 g (+/- 50 g)
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Double-D Closure

€ 279,-

RS3
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Emergency Strap System

Size : XS - XXL

flatblack

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.290 g (+/- 50 g)
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The Japanese cult brand Marushin looks back on a long tradition of manufacturing super light 

fiberglass helmets. So it is no surprise that the newest top model in the category of system hel-

mets is also following that tradition. The result is the completely new M-410. With a record-break-

ing weight of just 1.500 g (+/- 50 g) Marushin once again managed to set standards. Its compact 

outer shell, a new temperature and moisture regulating inner liner, the Pinlock®-prepared visor or 

the Marushin ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel are only a few among many features, 

which will make the M-410 one of the best-liked system helmets for sportive touring riders.

Weight : ca.1.290 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/05

Sizes : XS – XXL

from € 299,-

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Emergency-Strap-System

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

cheek and center pads easy to remove and washable 
100 % Polyester

Marushin®-Cool inner liner

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves on

removable wind deflector

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel

UV-protected by lacquer

Prepared for intercom installation Material

Fiberglas-shell / Carbon-Shell

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock®-prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

COLORS
-

-

-

-

-

-

Carbon (8455 9000 + Size)

flatblack (8455 3000 + Size)

silver (8455 3070 + Size)

shining white (8455 3051 + Size)

Loop flatblack fluo yellow (8455 3150 + Size)

Guardian black/grey/white (8455 3100 + Size)

MATERIAL
-

-

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in two sizes

M-410 FLIP UP HELMET + M-410 CARBON
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€ 349,-

M-410 LOOP
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€ 349,-

Size : XS - XXL

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.550 g (+/- 50 g)

M-410 GUARDIAN
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M-410

M-410

Size : XS - XXL

shining white

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.550 g (+/- 50 g)

€ 299,-

€ 299,-

Size : XS - XXL

silver

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.550 g (+/- 50 g)

M-410

€ 299,-

Size : XS - XXL

flatblack

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.550 g (+/- 50 g)
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€ 399,-

Size : XS - XXL

carbon

Certified : ECE 22/05

Weight : ca.1.550 g 
(+/- 50 g)

M-410 CARBON
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Marushin goes off-road. The RS-MX-Dirt, introduced in 2023, was immediately improved and 

modified for our fiberglass-based Premium Line. Additional features could be integrated and the 

weight was reduced. With two helmet shell sizes, the RS-MX-11 offers the best possible fit.

Weight : XS-M ca.1.500 g (+/- 50 g)

     L-XXL ca.1550 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXL

€ 299,-

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves on

removable wind deflector

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel

Prepared for intercom installation

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

 clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

Pinlock®-prepared

internal sun visor

COLOR
- black matt (93010-15 + size)

MATERIAL
-

-

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in one size

RS-MX-11-HONSHU
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€ 299,-
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ab € 299,-

For maximum driving fun and driving spirit, for chopper and bobber drivers or for trips into the 

city, Marushin C-159 should be your choice. Premium Line quality, helmet shell made of fiberglass, 

2 sizes of helmet shell, weight of approx. 1,080 g (+/- 50g) efficient ventilation, built-in sun visor 

and panoramic field of vision.

Weight : XS-M ca.1.080 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XL

from € 179,-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel

UV-protected by lacquer

VISOR
- internal sun visor

COLOR
-

-

graphic (90650-55 + size)

black matt 90660-65 + size)

MATERIAL
-

-

 Fiberglass-Shell

shell in two sizes

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

TERRA C-159
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€ 179,-
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ab € 299,-

What else can we tell about a helmet that every motorcyclist knows? Perhaps that it is light, 850g 

(+/-50g), has the widest field of view of all Marushin helmets, stands for classic driving enjoyment 

and, of course, all of that without any safety limitations? Well, we will not try.

€ 159,-

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comfort Inner Liner - 100 % Polyester

Marushin®-Cool inner liner

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock made of stainless steel

UV-protected by lacquer Material:

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in two sizes 

MATERIAL
-

-

aerodynamically optimized fiberglass shell

shell in one size

COLORS
-

-

flatblack (8682 2000 + Size)

shining white (8682 2050 + Size)

Weight : XS-M ca.850 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/05

Sizes : XS – XL

C-131
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€ 159,-
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VISOR - PINLOCK
Item No. Item RRP Zodiac

999,
RS3,

M-410
M-610

8601 9999 9000 Pinlock sheet clear Zodiac 34,90 € x

8601 1000 1000 visor clear M-Zodiac 39,00 € x

8601 3000 1000 visor smoked M -Zodiac 49,00 € x

8100 9999 9000 Pinlock clear RS999,RS3,M410 34,90 € x

8500 1000 1000 clear for: RS999, RS3, M-410 49,00 € x

8500 1010 1000 spectra silver:RS999,RS3,M410 59,00 € x

8500 3000 1000 dark smoke: RS999,RS3,M-410 49,00 € x

8500 1020 1000 iridium mirrored:RS999,RS3, 
M-410

59,00 € x

8690 1000 0010 internal visor dark smoke, 
RS999

29,00 € x

8690 1000 0020 internal visor dark smoke, 
M-410

29,00 € x

8690 1000 0050 internal visor clear, C-149 29,00 € x

8690 1000 0051 internal visor dark smoke, 
C-149

29,00 € x

8510 1000 1000 clear: M-610 49,00 € x

8510 1010 1000 spectra silver : M-610 59,00 € x

8510 3000 1000 dark smoke : M-610 49,00 € x

8682 1000 0090 sun shield Schild C-131 10,50 €
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Motorcycle helmets don’t have to be expensive. Marushin offers a certified ECE 22/06 full-face 

helmet with an ABS shell starting at just 99.90 euros. The Marushin entry-level model provides 

excellent performance at an unbeatable price. Highlights include a Pinlock-prepared UV-protected 

and scratch-resistant visor, as well as quick visor replacement.

Weight : XS-M ca.1.500 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXL

from € 99,90

AUSSTATTUNG
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

 breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining 
Material: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

removable breath deflector

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock® prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

COLORS
-

-

black (8601 3001 + Size)

Conqueror black/red/grey ( 8601 3101 + Size)

MATERIAL
- Aerodynamically optimized ABS shell

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

M-299
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€ 119,90

€ 99,90
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Through the use of state-of-the-art manufacturing processes, we have succeeded in developing 

the Marushin Basic Line. The Marushin M-899 combines the familiar Marushin quality and safety 

with comfort and safety features, along with an attractive design. Highlights include an integrated 

sun visor, Pinlock-prepared UV-protected and scratch-resistant visor, quick visor replacement, and 

compatibility with communication systems installation.

Weight : XS-M ca.1.550 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXL (53-64)

from € 129,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

 internal sun visor

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

UV-protected by lacquer

Emergency-Strap-System

Prepared for intercom installation

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock® prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

COLORS
-

-

-

black (8601 2222+ Size)

flat black (8601 4001 + Size)

Champion black-grey-red (8601 4101 + Size)

MATERIAL
- Aerodynamically optimized ABS shell

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

M-899
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€ 149,90

€ 129,90€ 129,90
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Our modular or flip-up helmet delivers top-notch performance at an unbeatable price. Marushin 

offers a certified ECE 22/06 modular helmet with an ABS shell for just 169.90 euros. Highlights 

include a flip-up design, Pinlock-prepared UV-protected and scratch-resistant visor, integrated sun 

visor, and quick visor replacement.

Weight : XS-M ca.1.600 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXL (53-64)

from € 149,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

removable breath deflector

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

Pinlock® prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

COLORS
-

-

black (8781 2020 + Size)

Argus Decor (92001-05 + size)

MATERIAL
- Aerodynamically optimized ABS shell

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

M-312
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€ 149,90

€ 169,90
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As little helmet as possible, without compromising on comfort and safety. The Marushin C-699 

provides the best fit with its three helmet shell sizes. Highlights include three helmet shell sizes, 

easy tool-free visor replacement, and removable and washable inner lining.

Weight : XS-S: 1050+-50g

      M-L: 1100+-50g

      XL-XXL: 1200+-50g

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXL (53-64)

from € 99,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

easy detachable and washable Innerlining Material: 
100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer 

VISOR
-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

COLOR
-

-

black (8700 3001+ Size)

flatgrey (8700 3010 + Size)

MATERIAL
-

-

Aerodynamically optimized ABS shell

shell in three sizes

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

C-699
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€ 99,90

€ 109,90
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Wind and weather protection for the eyes and face through a large visor is always a matter of phi-

losophy when it comes to open-face helmets. Marushin offers a classic open-face helmet with 2 

helmet shell sizes for the best fit, optimized interior ventilation, and an external visor for relaxed 

and safe riding in the city and on the open road.

Weight : ca. 1.250 (+/-50g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXXL

from € 109,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable head ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves on

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock 

UV-protected by lacquer

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

COLORS
-

-

-

-

black (90600-06 + size)

white (90540-46 + size)

Decor black-fluo (90620-25 + size)

Decor red (90610-15 + size)

MATERIAL
-

-

Thermoplastic Resin Shell

shell in two sizes

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

C-729 TORNADO
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€ 109,90

€ 109,90
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€ 129,90

€ 129,90

C-729 TORNADO
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€ 89,90

C-650 REBEL
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€ 89,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

Easy to use with glasses

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock 

UV-protected by lacquer

COLOR
-

-

black matt (90630-35 + size)

white (90640-35 + size)

Weight : XS-M ca.1.160 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XL

MATERIAL
-

-

Thermoplastic Resin Shell

shell in two sizes

VISOR
-  internal sun visor
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The C-609 Ride is the best choice for all chopper and bobber riders, whether for city rides or spirit-

ed journeys, thanks to its efficient ventilation, built-in sun visor, and panoramic field of view. With 

three helmet shell sizes, the C-609 Rider offers the best fit. Highlights include three helmet shell 

sizes and a built-in sun visor.

Weight : XS-S: 1050+-50g

      M-L: 1100+-50g

      XL-XXL: 1200+-50g

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XXXL

from € 109,90

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

all levers can easily be used with gloves

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer 

VISOR
-

-

UV-protection

internal sun visor

COLORS
- black (8720 1004 + Size)

MATERIAL
-

-

 Thermoplastic Resin Shell

shell in two sizes-Size

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06

C-609
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€ 119,90
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€ 159,90

RS-MX DIRT
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€ 179,90
COLORS
-

-

flat black (8991 2022 + Size)

Decor (93000-04 + size)

Weight : XS/S/M: 1530±50g

       L/XL61: 1670±50g

Certified : ECE 22/06

Sizes : XS – XL (53-61)

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

breathable, detachable and washable Innerlining Ma-
terial: 100 % Polyester

improved moisture absorption and fast drying - re-
duced bacteria build-up or odour formation

newly developed cheek pads with perfect fitting even 
at high speed

adjustable chin- and cheek ventilation

easy handling of ventilation

all levers can easily be used with gloves

Micro-ratchet chin strap lock

UV-protected by lacquer

MATERIAL
-

-

Thermoplastic Resin Shell

shell in two sizes

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protection

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/06
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WHILE 
SUPPLIES LAST!

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Micrometric buckle

Quadruple density internal shell

Multiple ventilations -   air nets and anti-insect foam

Interior 100% removable and washable
100 % Polyester

Morpho System Plus 
(cheeks and head pads available in your size

Flexible nose deflector

Flexible removable chin curtain

Prepared for intercom installation

Specific helmet bag

WEIGHT
- ca. 1.600 g (+/- 50g)

MATERIAL
-

-

Technopolymer injected 
shell

aerodynamically optimized 
shell 

COLORS
-

-

-

MH-6 white glossy (8650 
2001 + Size)

MH-6 Light black/red fluo 
(8650 2101 + Size)

MH-6 - Light black/yellow 
fluo (8650 2201 + Size)

SIZES
- XS - XXL

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Panorama view

clear

anti-scratch

Pinlock® prepared

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

Easy one-hand opening system

HOMOLOGATION
- ECE 22/05

€ 179,-

LZR MH-6
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LZR MH-6

LZR MH-6

LZR MH-6

Size : XS - XXL

Size : XS - XXL

Size : XS - XXL

White Glossy

Light Black / Red Fluo

Light Black / Yellow Fluo

€ 179,-

€ 199,-

€ 199,-
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€ 99,95

LZR JH-7
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€ 99,95

FEATURES
-

-

-

-

Interior 100% removable and washable
100 % Polyester

4 ventilations

Micrometric buckle

Neckrol

COLORS
-

-

flat black (8700 2000 + Size)

white (8700 2001 + Size)

Weight : XS-M ca.1.050 g (+/- 50 g)

Certified : ECE 22/05

Sizes : XS – XXL

MATERIAL
-

-

-

Technopolymer-Thermoplast

Double density internal shell

Aerodynamically optimized helmet shell

VISOR
-

-

-

-

-

-

clear

anti-scratch

UV-protected

quick and easy replacement, no tools needed

internal sun visor

Easy one-hand opening system
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Since 2021, helmets can now also be tested according to 
the successor standard ECE 22.06. Starting from June 2022, 
helmets will be tested exclusively according to the ECE-R 
22.06 standard. Helmets that exclusively comply with the 
ECE 22.05 standard may no longer be produced by man-
ufacturers from 2023, and from the beginning of January 
2024, the authorities can prohibit their sale. - As of April 
2022...
Important for all end consumers: Helmets with the previ-
ous current homologation ECE 22.05 can still be used after 
the year 2024; customers are not forced to purchase a new 
helmet!
During the transition period until 2024, manufacturers 
have time to adjust their helmets to meet the new require-
ments. Motorbike helmets with the ECE 22.05 standard 
can be sold up to that point and can continue to be worn 
afterward.
In Germany, only motorcycle helmets that comply with the 
ECE standard can be sold, although the approval mark is 
not necessary. According to § 21a StVO (German Road Traf-

fic Act), motorcyclists are only required to wear a “suitable 
protective helmet.”
However, it is highly recommended to use a helmet that 
complies with the relevant standards. Such a helmet meets 
the necessary safety standards, provides more protection, 
and can prevent severe injuries. Especially for those trave-
ling abroad, a helmet complying with ECE-R 22.05 or from 
2024, ECE-R 22.06, is essential. In other countries, there 
is a corresponding legal requirement that is enforced, and 
fines may be imposed.
The new ECE 22.06 standard for motorcycle helmets in-
cludes more test points than its predecessor. The testing 
procedure has also been slightly modified, for example, 
helmets are now tested for their resilience at a higher im-
pact speed. Motorcycle helmets are also tested at a low-
er temperature and subjected to a rotational impact test, 
among other changes.
Unfortunately, another consequence of these changes is 
the expected increase in helmet weight and potential price 
adjustments.

5-Year Quality Guarantee
For Premium Line Helmets

ECE-R 22.06
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Get in Touch

123 Anywhere St.,
Any City ST12345 
+123-456-7890

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION 
FOR EUROPE

Headquarters/Logistics
RACER OUTDOOR GMBH

Egger-Lienz-Straße 12, 
4050 Traun - Austria
www.marushin.de

Management:
Tel.: +43 7229 74818

E-Mail: office@racer.at

Sales:
Tel.: +43 7229 74818

E-Mail: info@marushin.de
Hotline Germany: 0162 593 77 27

MARUSHIN products are only available at selected specialty retailers. 
Dealer addresses can be found at www.marushin.de.

*Subject to printing errors and changes.


